Graduate Research Assistant (GRA) Job Announcement

I am looking for bright candidates that are interested in a Ph.D. study starting August 2018 in the area of power electronics. The student will join to the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering (ece.eng.ua.edu) at University of Alabama. Expected qualifications are:

- Practical knowledge in power electronics.
- A master’s degree is highly preferred.
- Industry experience is a plus.

The prospective student will work at Flexible Integration Laboratory for Distributed Energy Systems (FIELD). The current research themes in FIELD are:

- Smart Grid Integration of Electric Vehicles
- PV-Grid Integration
- EV Power Electronics Design
- V2G Power Transfer Applications
- V2V Communication and Connected Vehicles

For more information: mck.people.ua.edu

Our research work is supported by institutions like National Renewable Energy Laboratory and National Science Foundation.

Interested students should send their most up to date CVs to mkisacik@ua.edu.
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